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Expanagrams: Exciting
Expanding Word Puzzles
By Jesse Leong

iUniverse Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 108 pages.
Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.2in.Expanagrams features an
exciting word puzzle unlike any other: the Expanagram! As its
name suggests, an Expanagram is a sort of expanding
anagram. The unique concept is easy to learn and the puzzles
are fun and challenging to solve! Take the given word, add the
letter specified, and rearrange all these letters to form another
word. Put your answer on the next line. Add the next letter
specified to your answer to form another word. Repeat these
steps down to the final line. The solution is in the book for the
sample puzzle below: 1. GEM A 2. I 3. R 4. C 5. Expanagrams is a
warm, inspiring book appropriate for word enthusiasts aged 10
and up. Hidden letter puzzles are included along with helpful
and amusing observations on words. Expanagrams aims to
provide fun and educational value such as expanding your
vocabulary and improving your spelling and to help you learn
the beauty, joy, and magic of words! This item ships from
multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La
Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Reviews
This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely
and valuable. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy
It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you
know that here is the greatest book we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de
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